
Use Case and
Configuration Options



Why Tempo?

Tempo provides an elegant solution to maintain optimal stock levels through well-timed inventory 

replenishments in retail, manufacturing, and distribution enterprises.

Tempo runs on top of the standard SYSPRO environment and exposes an interface consisting of an Excel-like 

grid through which purchase orders, supply chain transfers, manufacturing jobs and requisitions can be created 

to pre-empt shortages before they occur.

Tempo greatly simplifies the procurement process by enabling operators to create orders in bulk with minimal 

input. All of the relevant information is immediately visible on a line level, while operators are able to alter 

replenishment quantities or choose an alternate supplier.

The resultant orders can be maintained via SYSPRO similar to a manually created order.



Configuration Options

Depending on the business requirements, Tempo can be customised to support a number of replenishment 

methodologies. Some examples include:

• Buffer Based Replenishments

A stock buffer is maintained through the use of cover days and lead times to calculate the optimal stock 

level based on stock movements. Tempo automatically suggests replenishments based on buffer 

penetration.

• Material Resource Planning

Where MRP drives the demand for stock, Tempo suggests replenishments based on an order horizon date.

• Excess Stock Redistribution

In a multi-warehouse system, Tempo suggests creating Supply Chain Transfers to distribute excess stock to 

optimal locations.



Further Customisation

Tempo is highly customisable. The following configuration is possible:

• Operator security

Tempo inherits the requisition hierarchy from SYSPRO

Operators can be restricted to certain replenishment modes

• Custom filters

Custom filters can be created to filter on business specific fields, or to return a predetermined subset of items

• Custom views

The grid results can be simplified to only show the fields most relevant to replenishments, or expanded to 

display a wealth of additional information such as calculated statistics

• Data maintenance

Standard SYSPRO and plus fields (e.g. default stock code supplier) can be edited and saved directly from 

Tempo



Replenishment Example

1. Set filter criteria
- Operator has set filter 

to Stock code starting 
with 00

- Operator has set filter 
to Severity = Black

2. Refresh
- Operator clicks Refresh

3.1 Review
- Stock item 002087-049004 is currently in the black (out of stock)
- Tempo automatically suggests a replenishment quantity of 85 to 

meet current and future demand



Replenishment Example

5. Action
- Operator clicks Post Replenishments

3.2 Review
- Operator optionally adjusts the replenishment 

quantity beyond Tempo’s suggestion

4. Select item
- Operator ticks checkbox


